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Abstract
Becoming trapped in suboptimal local minima is a perennial problem when optimizing visual models,

particularly in applications like monocular human body tracking where complicated parametric models are

repeatedly fitted to ambiguous image measurements. We show that trapping can be significantly reduced by

building ‘roadmaps’ of nearby minima linked bytransition pathways— paths leading over low ‘mountain

passes’ in the cost surface — found by locating thetransition state(codimension-1 saddle point) at the top of

the pass and then sliding downhill to the next minimum. We present two families of transition-state-finding

algorithms based on local optimization. Ineigenvector tracking, unconstrained Newton minimization is

modified to climb uphill towards a transition state, while inhypersurface sweeping, a moving hypersurface is

swept through the space and moving local minima within it are tracked using a constrained Newton method.

These widely applicable numerical methods, which appear not to be known in vision and optimization, gener-

alize methods from computational chemistry where finding transition states is critical for predicting reaction

parameters. Experiments on the challenging problem of estimating 3D human pose from monocular images

show that our algorithms find nearby transition states and minima very efficiently, but also underline the

disturbingly large numbers of minima that can exist in this and similar model based vision problems.

Keywords: Model based vision, global optimization, saddle points, 3D human tracking.

1 Introduction

Many visual modeling problems can be reduced to cost minimization in a high dimensional pa-

rameter space. Local minimization is usually feasible, but practical cost functions often have large

numbers of local minima and it can be very difficult to ensure that the desired one is found. Exhaus-

tive search is seldom feasible in more than about 2–3 dimensions, so global optimizers are typically

built around heuristics for finding ‘good places to look next’. This includes both deterministic meth-

ods like branch-and-bound and pattern search, and stochastic importance samplers like simulated

annealing [26], genetic algorithms and tabu search [18].
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Unfortunately, global optimization remains expensive with any of these methods. In this paper

we develop an alternative strategy based on building 1-D ‘roadmaps’ linking the salient nearby

minima. Each local minimum has a basin of attraction within which local optimization converges

to it. Roughly speaking, our strategy is to start from a given minimum and to search for low lying

‘mountain passes’ that lead away from its basin of attraction, finding the new minima they lead to

by sliding downhill using local optimization. The procedure is repeated recursively to build up a

roadmap linking the neighboring minima. More precisely, any minimum-peak-cost path connecting

two minima passes through a special state at its highest point, at which the path crosses the brow

of the pass and begins to descend. Such “transition states” are saddle points (the gradient of the

cost function vanishes there) at which the cost has a local maximum in the direction of the path

and a local minimum in all orthogonal directions. Technically, transition states are “codimension

1” saddle points — ones with one negative and (inn dimensions)n−1 positive principal curvatures

(Hessian eigenvalues). At the heart of our approach are two families of efficient numerical methods

for locating the transition states surrounding a given local minimum (see, for instance fig. 4 on page

15).

Although there are many algorithms for finding local minima, it seems that finding transition

states has generally been considered to be intractable, and we know of little previous work in the

vision or optimization communities on methods for this. However such methods do exist in the

computational chemistry / solid state physics community, where transition states are central to the

theory of chemical reactions1. Both of our classes of transition-state-locating algorithms have roots

in chemistry, and both are based on modified forms of local Newton minimization.Eigenvector

tracking redefines a standard damped Newton minimization to converge uphill to a saddle point

of the desired signature, whilehypersurface sweepingsweeps a moving hypersurface through the

space, using a constrained Sequential Quadratic Programming like iteration to track moving local

minima within it. These methods should be useful in many visual modeling problems where local

minima cause difficulties. Examples include model based tracking, reconstruction under correspon-

dence ambiguities, and various classes of camera pose and calibration problems. In this paper, we

present experimental results on monocular model based human pose estimation.

Contents: §2 describes our motivation and overall strategy.§3 discusses related trajectory methods

in computational chemistry and global optimization.§4 introduces damped Newton methods for

locating transition states, and discusses their relation to local minimization algorithms.§5 and§6
detail our Eigenvector Tracking and Hypersurface Sweeping algorithms.§7 illustrates the methods

on a 2D toy problem.§8 presents our main experiments on locating minima during monocular

1Atomic assemblies can be modeled in terms of the potential energy induced by interactions among their atoms,i.e.

by an energy function defined over the high-dimensional configuration space of the atoms’ relative positions. A typical

assembly spends most of its time near an energy minimum (a stable or quasi-stable state), but thermal perturbations may

sometimes cause it to cross a transition state to an adjacent minimum — a chemical reaction. The peak energy of the

lowest transition path joining two minima is the main determinant of the likelihood of such a perturbation, and hence

determines the dominant reaction rate and mechanism.
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reconstruction and tracking of 3D human body pose.§9 concludes the paper and discusses possible

directions for future research.

2 Motivation and Overall Strategy

Overall strategy: Below we will focus on numerical strategies for locating nearby transition states

starting from a given minimum. Here we briefly describe how these are used to build “roadmaps” of

local minima, thus allowing quasi-global (or at least, somewhat less local) minimization of smooth

cost functions with many local minima. Our basic strategy is simply to locate transition states

(saddle points that have exactly one negative principal curvature) with one of the methods described

below, then to slide downhill using local optimization to find the neighboring minima they lead to.

Transition states are interesting because the highest point of any locally-minimal-peak-cost path

between two minima of a smooth function is necessarily a transition state, and lower-cost paths

tend to lead to lower-cost minima. However, the methods studied here can be generalized to find

saddle types with larger numbers of negative principal curvatures, if desired.

The transition-state based search method is initialized at one or more known minima, and a

working queue of local minima is maintained. At each step, the lowest cost minimum is popped

off the queue, transition state searches in several directions are initialized from it, and for each

successful search the corresponding neighboring minimum is found by local descent, checked for

rediscoveries (within numerical tolerance), and if novel, re-enqueued. In favorable cases the algo-

rithm can be run to completion2, but if there are too many minima to enumerate explicitly, it can be

limited to a fixed number of searches or function evaluations, in which case it tends to find nearby

and relatively low-lying minima. This is useful in tracking, as mistracking is more likely to lead to

a nearby minimum than a distant one.

Advantages of the transition state based approach:The above method works efficiently in many

dimensions, and in practice it is close to linear in the number of minima that need to be enumerated.

This good performance is made possible by the fact that transition state location methods are able

to use local properties of the cost function to steer the search towards globally meaningful regions

(transition states), from which other minima are easily found. In comparison, exhaustive search is

infeasible in more than a few dimensions, and methods that search for nearby minima by patterned

or purely random sampling also tend to become inefficient in high dimensional problems. Volume

increases rapidly with radius in high dimensions, so the low-cost ‘cores’ of minima tend to be

extremely small compared to their higher-cost surroundings. Thus, if random samples based at one

minimum are spread widely enough to reach an adjacent minimum — and neighboring minima are

2It is straightforward to modify this heuristic search method to run indefinitely and converge with probability one

simply by adding a random sampling element that is applied, perhaps with an exponentially decreasing probability in

order not to degrade the efficiency of the method (e.g. consider the following: any time the number of function evaluation

or saddle searches reaches an upper bound, sayUb, sample a point at random, optimize to find a local minimum, include

it in the working set and increaseUb).
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often separated by significant distances in parameter space (see fig. 7 below) — they will necessarily

also be spread rather thinly owing to the large volume covered, so they can easily miss the minimum

altogether, and even if not, they are much more likely to hit the high-cost shoulders of its basin of

attraction than in its low-cost ‘core’. Hence, even with random or pattern sampling, it is necessary

to add a local optimization stage to push samples towards the high-likelihood regions in the ‘cores’

of the minima.

Moreover, in many applications where the cost function is very ill-conditioned, the sampling

pattern needs to be tailored to the local shape of the cost surface to avoid massive sample wastage,

as local minima tend to be distributed preferentially along low-cost-change / ill-conditioned direc-

tions. In particular, in monocular human tracking, there is substantial ill-conditioning owing to

depth recovery ambiguities, and for any given image of the person there are many — usually thou-

sands — of possible 3D kinematic solutions that need to be well sampled, all distributed along the

ill-conditioned depth degrees of freedom. The above observations led us to develop the Covariance

Scaled Sampling method [43, 46], but transition state search methods turn out to be even more ef-

fective at discovering such minima, as they easily find the transition states at the heads of elongated

low-cost valleys. See [47] for a complementary minimum enumeration method, that exploits the

forward/backward symmetry in the monocular human pose cost function in order to locate kine-

matic minima efficiently. See also [42] for a smoothing algorithm that reconstructs multiple plau-

sible state trajectories for models where the multiplicity of solutions persists during tracking. Prior

knowledge on typical human poses can be further used to learn application specific low-dimensional

continuous generative models that are less ambiguous and allow more efficient search [41].

Difficulties of transition state based approach: Many efficient methods exist for finding local

minima of smooth high dimensional cost surfaces. Minimization allows strong theoretical guaran-

tees as the reduction in the function value provides a clear criterion for monitoring progress. For

example, for a bounded-below function in a bounded search region, any method that ensures ‘suf-

ficient decrease’ in the function at each step is ‘globally convergent’ to some local minimum [15].

Finding saddle points is much harder as there is no universal progress criterion and no obvious

analogue of a ‘downhill’ direction. Newton-style iterations provide rapidlocal convergence near

the saddle, but it is not so obvious how to find sufficiently nearby starting points. We will consider

several methods that extend the convergence zone. We are mainly interested in saddles as starting

points for finding adjacent minima, so we will focus on methods that can be started from a minimum

and tuned to find nearby transition states. Efficient ‘rubber band relaxation’ methods also exist for

finding the transition state(s) linking two given minima [35], but we will not need to consider this.

3 Transition State Location Strategies

We start with a brief overview of the computational chemistry / solid state physics literature on

locating transition states. This literature should be accessible to vision workers with high-school
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chemistry and a working knowledge of optimization. However the underlying ideas can be difficult

to disentangle from chemistry-specific heuristics, and some of the references are rather naive about

numerical optimization issues. We therefore give a self-contained treatment of generalizations of

two of the most promising approaches below, in the language of numerical analysis.

A transition state is a local minimum along itsn−1 positive curvature directions in parameter

space, but a local maximum along its remaining negative curvature one. So transition state search

methods are often formulated as a series of(n−1)-D minimizations, while moving or maximizing

along the remaining direction. The main differences lie in the methods of choosing which directions

to use.

Eigenvector tracking methods[10, 23, 7, 53, 54, 31, 22, 38, 33, 21, 11, 5] choose the ascent direc-

tion to be an eigendirection of the local cost function’s Hessian (second derivative) matrix. A

Newton based local minimization method is modified to locally increase the cost along the chosen

curvature eigendirection, while still reducing it along the remaining eigendirections. In particular,

if the lowest (most negative) curvature direction is chosen, the method attempts to find the lowest

gradient path to a transition state by walking along the ‘floor’ of the local cost ‘valley’. However

success can not be guaranteed, as such valleys may continue indefinitely without leading to a saddle

point [25, 49, 24]. Also, the method is not as canonical as it may seem: the eigendecomposition de-

pends non-trivially on the coordinate system used, so,e.g., changing the relative scaling of variables

changes the trajectory followed; and to ensure progress, “the same” eigenvector must be followed

at each step, but there is no natural identification between eigenvectors at different points, so there

is no canonical way to ensure this sameness.

An early eigenvector tracking method [23] used explicit Newton minimization in the(n−1)-D
space obtained by eliminating the coordinate with the largest overlap with the desired up-hill di-

rection. Later quasi-Newton methods use Lagrange multipliers [7, 53, 54] or shifted Hessian eigen-

values [38, 33, 21, 11, 5] to ensure that the cost function is increased along the ‘uphill’ eigendi-

rection while still being minimized in the orthogonal subspace. Owing to the lack of a global

identification between eigenspaces at different points, maintaining a consistent direction to follow

can be delicate and several competing methods exist, including using a fixed eigenvector index

[23, 7, 53, 54, 31, 22] and following the eigendirection that is best aligned (has greatest dot product)

with the current one [38, 33, 21, 11, 5].

Eigenvector tracking can be viewed as a ‘virtual cost minimization’ obtained by inverting the

sign of both the ‘uphill’ eigenvalue and its corresponding gradient component [30, 21] (see below).

This gives an intuitive algebraic analogy with minimization, but none of minimization’s conver-

gence guarantees as the virtual cost function changes at each step.

Trajectory methods from global optimization [14, 20, 6] are based on the idea of tracing routes

through stationary points of a high-dimensional cost function. Some early 2D methods are based

on alternating descents and ascents along eigendirections [14], without any clear ascent heuristic.

“Golf” methods [20], aim at exploring different minima and equilibrate at a certain energy level
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(assumed known a-priori). There are also randomized methods that speed up classical molecular

dynamics simulations by generating trajectories on a modified potential with reduced well depth

[51, 52] and lower potential at transition states. This insures both increased inter-minimum transi-

tion rates (and thus faster simulations), and unbiased behavior, in that the correct relative rates of

different transitions are preserved in the modified potential. An application of a generalization of

these methods to computer vision appears in [45]. Branin type methods [6, 3] are based on solving

differential equations derived from the gradient stationarity condition, rather than explicitly mini-

mizing the cost function. However, managing the singularities and bifurcations that arise during the

iteration is an open problem.

Space Sweeping and Filling Methods:The above methods can fail to make global progress,e.g.

owing to looping. Space sweeping methods [10, 1, 2, 4, 30, 19, 28, 17] guarantee more systematic

progress by using a moving potential or hypersurface to sweep candidate points though the space

in such a way that they often pass through transition states. Crippen & Sheraga’s early method [10]

builds an uphill path by stepping along a prespecified direction and minimizing in the hyperplane

orthogonal to the direction at each step. Mousseau & Barkema use a similar but less rigorous

technique based on changing the gradient sign in one direction followed by conjugate root-finding in

the other directions [30]. Barkema [4] pushes the solution away from a known minimum by adding

a steadily expanding repulsive spherical bias potential centred on the minimum, and optimizing

subject to this soft constraint. New minima are found but the method does not attempt to pass

exactly through saddle points. Abashkin & Russo [1, 2] minimize on successively larger-radius

hyperspheres centered at a minimum, and also provide a method for refining approximate saddle

point locations. The use of hyperspheres forces the search to move initially along the valley floor

of the cost surface [24], so usually at most two distinct saddles can be found. Below we will show

how to steer the initial search along any desired direction by using ellipsoidal surfaces. Closely

related “penalty methods” from global optimization (filled function, tunneling) attempt to modify

the cost function to prevent reconvergence to the currently known local minima, thus forcing the

discovery of new ones [19, 28, 17]. As the extents of the basins of attraction are not known in

advance, this requires the addition of increasingly strong repulsive potentials centered at the known

minima, until a transition state is crossed and a new solution is found. The optimization becomes

more complex as more minima are discovered because a repeller potential must be included for

each known minimum. Including a large number of repellers also leads to an increasingly flat

and contorted cost function. Repeller ideas are similar to those used in ‘tabu search’ methods

[18], which try to avoid trapping and cyclic behavior by forbidding or penalizing moves that return

to recently-visited states. Tabu search is traditionally a combinatorial method, but it can also be

applied in the continuous domain by choosing a suitable problem discretization.

All of the above methods depend on particular choices. The hypersurface and repulsion based

methods depend on the local shape and alignment of the moving hypersurfaces or potentials, while

the eigenvector and valley following methods all depend on the local coordinate system — even
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linear changes of coordinates completely change the eigenvalues and vectors, the notion of slowest-

ascent valleys,etc. These dependencies are much stronger than in minimization, where they en-

ter only via Levenberg-Marquardt style step damping (pure Newton iteration being coordinate-

independent). They can be a nuisance, but they also allow initial search directions to be varied, so

that many transition states can potentially be found starting from any given minimum.

The following sections detail several basic saddle point location methods. Damped Newton

iteration§4 is useful for refining estimated saddle points but its convergence domain is too limited

for general use. Eigenvector tracking§5 extends the convergence domain by operating a virtual

Newton optimization (thus remaining relatively lightweight), but may be sensitive to the ‘eigen-

vector following’ heuristics. Hypersurface sweeping§6 is better founded in that it provides more

guarantees of global progress, but no single sweep finds all saddle points and it is more complex to

implement.

4 Damped Newton Methods for Finding Transition States

We first consider local damped Newton-like methods for finding saddle points. These provide rapid

local convergence near saddle points, but higher level strategies are needed to ensure more global

convergence. Letf(x) be the cost function being optimized overn-D parameter vectorx, and let

g ≡ ∂f
∂x

be the function’sgradient andH ≡ ∂2f
∂x2 be itsHessianat the current pointx. We seek

transition states,i.e.stationary points (g(x)=0) at which the Hessian has one negative andn−1
positive eigenvalues. If there is a stationary point atx+δx, first order Taylor approximation atx
gives:

0 = g(x+δx) ≈ g(x) + H δx (1)

Solving this linear system forδx and iterating to refine the approximation gives theNewton itera-

tion:

x ← x+δx with update δx = −H−1g (2)

When started sufficiently close to any regular stationary point (‘regular’ means roughly thatH is

nonsingular and2nd order Taylor expansion converges), Newton’s method converges to it, but how

close you need to be is a delicate point in practice.

For Newton-basedminimization, the convergence can be globalized by adding suitable damping

to shorten the step and stabilize the iteration. Most formulations use thedamped Newtonupdate:

δx = −(H+λD)−1g (3)

whereD is a positive diagonal matrix (often the identity). Thedamping factor λ > 0 is ma-

nipulated by the algorithm to ensure stable and reliable progress downhill towards the minimum.

Damping can be viewed as Newton’s method applied to a modified local model forf , whose gradi-

ent atx is unchanged but whose curvature is steepened toH+λD.
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More generally, to stabilize Newton iteration near a saddle point, the negative Hessian curva-

tures must be made more negative, and the positive ones more positive. More globally, ‘uphill

motion’ directions must be given sufficiently strong negative curvature, and ‘downhill motion’ ones

sufficiently strong positive curvature. This can be conveniently expressed in a Hessian eigenbasis

H = VEV>, whereE = diag(λ1, ..., λn) are the eigenvalues and the columns ofV are the eigen-

vectors ofH with respect to the current coordinates. In this basis, the undamped Newton update

becomesδx = −V (ḡ1/λ1, . . . , ḡn/λn)>, whereḡi ≡ (V>g)i are the eigen-components of the

gradient. Damping can be introduced by replacing this with:

δx = −Vu(λ), where u(λ) ≡
(

ḡ1

λ1+σ1λ
, ..., ḡn

λn+σnλ

)>
=
(

σ1ḡ1

σ1λ1+λ
, ..., σnḡn

σnλn+λ

)>
(4)

whereσi = ±1 is a desired sign pattern for theλi. Dampingλ > maxi(−σiλi, 0) ensures that the

denominators are positive, so that the iteration moves uphill to a maximum along the eigendirections

with σi= − 1 and downhill to a minimum along the others. At each step this can be viewed as the

minimization of a virtual local function with curvaturesλ + σiλi and sign-flipped gradientsσiḡi.

However the virtual model changes at each step andf itself is not minimized, so none of the usual

convergence guarantees of well-damped minimization apply.

As in minimization, λ must be varied to ensure smooth progress. There are two main

strategies for this:Levenberg-Marquardt methods manipulateλ directly, while

trust region ones maintain a local region of supposed-‘trustworthy’ points, and

chooseλ to ensure that the step stays within it, for instance‖δx(λ)‖ = ‖u(λ)‖ .
r wherer is a desired ‘trust radius’. (Such aλ can be found efficiently with a

simple 1-D Newton iteration started at largeλ [15]). In either case, one monitors

model accuracy metrics such as the second-order-Taylor based relativef -prediction error:

β =
∣∣∣ f(x+δx)−f(x)
g>δx+δx>Hδx/2

− 1
∣∣∣ (5)

as well as convergence criteria. Low accuracy indicates that the damping should be increased (larger

λ or smallerr), and high accuracy that it can safely be decreased to allow longer steps and speed

convergence (e.g., by scalingλ or r up or down by fixed constants).

As in minimization, if the exact Hessian is unavailable, quasi-Newton approximations based

on previously computed gradients can be used. Since positive definiteness is no longer required,

non-positive update rules such as Powell’s are generally preferred to the standard BFGS one [15, 5]:

H ← H− δx>ξ

‖δx‖4 δx δx> +
ξ δx> + δx ξ>

‖δx‖2 where ξ = g(x+δx)− g(x) −H(x)δx (6)

5 Eigenvector Tracking

Eigenvector tracking methods take the above Hessian eigenbasis method and add a heuristic for

selecting which eigendirection(s) to modify. Basically, once the coordinate system has been fixed,
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the remaining freedom in (4) is the choice of the signsσi. The damped iteration tries to move uphill

to a maximum along directions withσi= − 1, and downhill to a minimum along directions with

σi= + 1, i.e. it tries to find a stationary point whose principal curvaturesλi have the same signs as

theσi. So for minimization we needσi=+1, while for a transition state search exactly oneσi must

be made negative. (This holds irrespective of theλi and ḡi at thecurrent state, which affect only

the amount of damping required for stability).

The question of which eigenvalue to change is less obvious than it might seem. To ensure

continued progress we need to flip “the same” eigenvalues at each step. Unfortunately, there is no

globally well defined correspondence rule linking eigenvectors at different points, so there is no

rigorous definition of “sameness” and heuristics must be used. For transition state searches we only

need to track a single eigenvector (the one that is givenσi=−1), so we will concentrate on this case.

A simple approach would be to choose a fixed direction in space (perhaps the initial eigendirection)

and take the eigenvector with maximal projection along this direction. But many such directions are

possible and the most interesting transition states may happen not to have negative curvature along

the particular direction(s) chosen. Alternatively, we can try to track a given eigendirection as we

move. The problem is that globally, eigendirections are by no means stable. Eigenvalues change as

we move about the space, but generically (in codimension 1) they never cross. When they approach

one another, the eigenbasis of their 2D subspace becomes ill-conditioned and slews around through

roughly 90◦. Seen from a large enough scale, the eigenvalues appear to cross with more or less

constant eigenvectors, but on a finer scale there is no crossing, only a smooth but rapid change of

eigendirection that is difficult to track accurately. Whichever of the two behaviors is desired, it is

difficult to choose a step length that reliably ensures it, so the numerical behavior of eigenvector-

tracking methods can sometimes be sensitive to fine scale steps. In fact, the imprecise coarse scale

view is probably the desired one: if we are tracking a large eigenvalue and hoping to reduce it to

something negative, it will have to “pass through” each of the smaller eigenvalues. Tracking at

too fine a scale is fatal as it (correctly) prevents such crossings, instead making the method veer

off at right angles to the desired trajectory. Even without these problems, there is no guarantee

that a saddle point of the desired signature is found — the trajectory might simply continue to

climb indefinitely. Also, as with other damped Newton methods, the whole process is dependent

on the affine coordinate system used. Nevertheless, eigenvector tracking is relatively lightweight,

simple to implement, and it often works well in practice. Generalization tok-th order saddles is

straightforward: the above procedure is applied to the lowestk (or somek) eigenvectors, and these

are tracked simultaneously. At each step, we simply choose the damping factorλ to ensure that the

corresponding directions have negative augmented curvatures.

5.1 Implementation Details

Our implementation of eigenvector tracking is summarized in fig. 1. We use the damped Newton

saddle step (4), moving away from the minimum by reversing the sign of the gradient in the tracked
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Eigenvector Tracking Transition State Search

Initialization

Set starting pointx0, initial tracking directiont=ve for somee, and initial trust radiusr.

Eigenvector Tracking Loop

A. At xk, find fk,gk,Hk, the Hessian eigen-decomposition(λi,vi) and eigen-basis gradient

ḡk. Setn− to the number of negative eigenvalues. If the problem has active internal constraints,

projectt onto the constraint surface.

B. If k > 0 choosee = maxi |v>
i t|. Setα = |v>

et| andt = ve.

C. If λe > 0 setḡe = −ḡe. Take an undamped Newton step ifn−=1 and‖δx‖ ≤ r. Otherwise

take a damped one (4) withλ chosen so that‖δx‖ ≤ r.

D. Find the newf and the modeling errorβ (5). If β > 0.3 (say) orα < 0.7 (say), shrink the

trust radiusr by say 50%. Otherwise, ifβ < 0.2 (say) and we took a damped step, growr by

say 40%.

E. If β ≥ 1 go to step C (try a shorter step). If‖gk‖ < ε return success ifn−=1, failure

otherwise (convergence / failure exit case). Otherwise, go to step A (do next iteration).

Figure 1: Summary of the eigenvector tracking algorithm for transition state search.

eigendirection if this has positive curvature. The dampingλ > 0 is controlled to keep the step

within a trust radiusr and to dominate any undesired negative eigenvalues. The trust radius is set

by monitoring the accuracy (5) of the local model forf .

In some of our target applications, the underlying problem also has bound constraints that need

to be maintained. For hypersurface sweeping (below) this just adds additional constraints to the

within-hypersurface minimizations, but for eigenvector tracking we introduced a trust region step

calculation routine that uses a projection strategy to handle constraints onx, and also projects the

eigenvector-tracking directiont along the constraints to ensure stability.

6 Hypersurface Sweeping

Eigenvector trackers do not enforce any notion of global progress, so they can sometimes cycle or

stall. To prevent this we can take a more global approach to the transition state searches ‘(n−1)-
D minimization and 1D maximization’. Hypersurface sweeping approaches sweep an(n−1)-D
hypersurface across the parameter space — typically a moving hyperplane or an

expanding hyper-ellipsoid centered at the initial minimum — tracking local min-

ima within the hypersurface and looking for temporal maxima in their function

values. The intuition is that as the hypersurface sweeps towards a transition state,

and assuming that it approaches along its cone of negative curvature directions, the(n−1)-D mini-
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mization forces the hypersurface-minimum to move along the lowest path leading up to the saddle’s

‘col’, and the 1-D maximization detects the moment at which the col is crossed. The method can

not stall or cycle as the hypersurface sweeps through each point in the space exactly once.

The moving hypersurface can be defined either implicitly, in terms of the level setsc(x) = t

of some parameter space functionc(x) (a linear form for hyperplanes, a quadratic one for hyper-

ellipsoids...), or explicitly in terms of a local parameterizationx = x(y, t) with respect to some

hypersurface-t-parameterizing(n−1)-D vectory. The minimum-tracking problem becomes:

local maxt fc(t) where fc(t) ≡



local minc(x)=t f(x)

local miny f(x(y, t))
(7)

There are some caveats. Firstly, we may need to find and track several minima, as different

minima saddles/maxima
Hypersurfaces cut saddle with:

f

f>f0

0f

f>f0

0f<f0

0

f>f0

f<f0
f>f

local minima on the hypersurface typically lead to different transition

states. Secondly, even if we could track every local minimum within the

hypersurface, this would not suffice to find every transition state: each

family of hypersurfaces is ‘blind’ to some transition state orientations.

Transitions that are approached in ‘downhill’ rather than ‘uphill’ direc-

tions — ones that are cut in negative curvature directions (the hypersurface’s tangent space intersects

the transition states’ cone of negative curvature directions) — appear as saddle points or local max-

ima within the hypersurface, and so can not be found by tracking minima alone. Finally, some local

maxima offc(t) do not indicate transition states. The minimum being tracked can also simply dis-

appear (topologically annihilate with another within-hypersurface saddle point), causing the tracked

point to suddenly fall away to some other minimum on the hypersurface. This generates an abrupt

‘sawtooth’-shaped maximum infc(t). In more detail, at any stationary-within-hypersurface point,

the projection ofg=∂f
∂x

vanishes, sof ’s isosurface is necessarily tangent to the local hypersur-

face:g ∝ ∂c
∂x

or g>∂x
∂y

= 0. The point is a within-hypersurface-minimum, -saddle, or -maximum

respectively as the cost isosurface has higher/mixed/lower signed curvature than the local hypersur-

face (i.e. as the isosurface is locally inside/mixed/outside the hypersurface). At points where the

less than hypersurfaces

Minima become unstable
when isosurfaces curve

moving hypersurface transitions from being outside to being mixed w.r.t. the

local isosurface, the minimum being tracked disappears and the solution drops

abruptly to some other hypersurface-minimum, producing a ‘sawtooth’ max-

imum in fc(t). The sweep can continue from the new minimum so this is not

a problem as far as finding subsequent minima is concerned, but if transition

states are needed it is important to eliminate the sawtooth maxima. (Similarly, minima offc(t)
correspond to true local minima off(x) — and there is no problem of ‘blindness’ in this case —

exceptwhen they result from a sawtooth transition).

As each family of hypersurfaces is blind to some transition state orientations, it is useful to try

several different families. For example, hyperplanes find forwards-looking transitions while hyper-

ellipsoids find outward-looking ones. If we start the track at a minimumx0 of f(x), the initial
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tracking direction is determined by the hyperplane normal or the ellipsoid shape and the Hessian

H = H(x0). First consider the family of hyper-ellipsoidsc(x) = (x−x0)>A (x−x0) = t, where

A is some positive definite matrix. To second order,f(x) generically has exactly two local minima

on an infinitesimal ellipsoidc(x) = t: the± directions of the smallest eigenvector of the matrix

pencilA+λH. (Numerically, these can be found by generalized eigendecomposition of(A,H),
or standard eigendecomposition ofL−>HL−1 whereLL> is the Cholesky decomposition ofA). For

mostA there are thus only two possible initial trajectories for the moving minimum, and so at most

two nearest transition states will be found. To find other nearby transition states we need to modify

A. We can enforce any desired initial directionu by taking the ‘neutral’ search ellipsoidsA = H
(on whichf is constant to second order, so that all initial directions are equally good) and flattening

them slightly relative to the cost isosurfaces in the direction±u. To satisfy the Lagrange multiplier

condition for a constrained minimum,∂c
∂x
∝ ∂f

∂x
, we can take:

A = H + µg g>
u>g

(8)

whereg = Hu is the cost gradient (and hence isosurface normal) for a small displacementu,

andµ is a positive constant, sayµ ∼ 0.1 for mild flattening. Similarly, for hyperplanesc(x) =
n> (x−x0) = t with normaln, the initial tracking direction isu = ±H−1n, so to search in direction

u we need to taken = Hu. (Note that, particularly ifH is ill-conditioned, more neutrally scaled

A,n tend to produce to initial directions that are closely aligned withH’s smallest eigenvector,

which is likely to lead to poor search diversity).

By finding and tracking within-hypersurface saddle points rather than just within-hypersurface

minima, the sweeping method can in principle be generalized to find saddle points with several

negative eigen-curvatures, but similar caveats would apply.

6.1 Hypersurface Sweeping Equations

This section summarizes the equations needed to implement hypersurface sweeping, for both implicitly-

specified and parametrically-specified hypersurfaces. For the implicit approach, letgc ≡ ∂c
∂x

and

Hc ≡ ∂2c
∂x2 be the gradient and Hessian of the hypersurface constraint functionc(x). The hypersur-

face constraint is enforced with a Lagrange multiplierλ, solving:

∂
∂x

(f+λ c) = g + λgc = 0 subject to c = t (9)

If we are currently at(x, λ), second order Taylor expansion of these equations for a constrained

minimum at(x+δx, λ+δλ) gives the standardsequential quadratic programming update rule

for (δx, δλ):(
Hλ gc

g>
c 0

)(
δx

δλ

)
= −

(
g + λgc

c− t

)
where Hλ ≡ H+λHc (10)
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(TheλHc term in the Hessian is often dropped for simplicity. This slows the convergence but still

gives correct results).

Similarly, in the parametric approach letJ ≡ ∂
∂y

x(y, t). The chain rule gives the reduced

gradientgy and HessianHy:

gy = Jg (11)

Hy = JHJ> + ( ∂
∂y

J) · g (12)

These can be used directly in the Newton update ruleδy = −H−1
y gy. In particular, if we eliminate

onex-variable — sayxn so thaty = (x1, ..., xn−1) andxn = xn(y, t) — we have:

J =
(
I | ∂xn

∂y

)
, gy = ∂f

∂y
+ gn

∂xn

∂y
, Hy = JHJ> + gn

∂2xn

∂y2 (13)

To save optimization work and for convergence testing and step length control, it is useful to be able

to extrapolate the position and value of the next minimum from existing values. This can be done,

e.g., by linear extrapolation from two previous positions, or analytically by solving the constrained

minimum state update equations(g+(λ+δλ)gc)(x+δx) = 0 or gy(y+δy, t+δt) = 0 to first

order, assuming thatx, t is already a minimum andt→ t+δt :

(δx, δλ) = 1
g>

c H−1
λ gc

(
H−1

λ gc, − 1
)

δt (14)

δy = −H−1
y

(
∂J
∂t

g + JH ∂x
∂t

)
δt δx = J δy + ∂x

∂t
δt, (15)

Standard Taylor expansion off(x+δx(t)) then gives:

fc(t+δt) ≈ fc(t) + f ′
c δt +

1
2
f ′′

c δt2 (16)

with f ′
c = g δx

δt andf ′′
c = δx

δt

>
H δx

δt . For step length control, we can either fixδt and solve for

δx or δy (and hencex+δx ≡ x(y+δy, t+δt)), or fix a desired trust region forδx or δy and work

backwards to find aδt giving a step within it.

6.2 Implementation Details

The hyper-ellipsoid sweeping method that we used in the experiments below is summarized in fig. 2.

We start at a local minimum and use centered, curvature-eigenbasis-aligned ellipsoidal hypersur-

faces flattened along one eigendirection, say theeth. This restricts the initial search to an eigendi-

rection (theeth). This limitation could easily be removed, but it gives a convenient, not-too-large

set of directions to try. All calculations are performed in eigen-coordinates and the minimum is

tracked using variable elimination (13) onxe. In eigen-coordinates, the on-hypersurface constraint

becomes: ∑
i

(xi/σ
′
i)

2 = t2 (17)
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Hyper-ellipsoid Sweeping Transition State Search

1. Initialization

Given initial minimumx0 with HessianH, eigen-decomposeH to (λi,vi) with principal radii

σi = 1/
√

λi. Choose an initial search eigen-directione. Shrinkσe by say 20% and prepare to

eliminatexe. Set initial stepx1 = x0 + t1σeve wheret1 is say 3. Go to step 2.B.

2. Loop, Updating Hypersurface and Minimizing

A. k=k+1. Estimate an initialxk by linear extrapolation to the trust radius. Compute the

resultingtk.

B. Minimize f on thetk ellipsoid to getfc(tk): yk = arg miny f(xk(y, tk)).
C. Computef ′

c = ∂
∂t

fc(tk). If f ′
c < ε we are near or past saddle: go to step 3.A. Otherwise go

to step 2.A.

3. Line Search for Transition State Refinement

A. If |f ′
c| < ε, exit.

B. k=k+1. Estimatetsaddleby linear interpolation of last twof ′
c values.

B. Optimizeyk as in step 2.B and go to step 3.A.

Figure 2: Our hyper-ellipsoid sweeping algorithm for transition state search.

where theσ′
i are the principal standard deviations, except that theeth (eliminated) one is shrunk by

say 20%. Takingy = (x1, ..., xe−1, xe+1, ..., xn) and solving forxe gives:

xe(y, t) = ±σ′
e

√
t2 −∑i6=e(xi/σ′

i)2 (18)

The necessary derivatives are easily found. We use anx-based trust region to choose the time step.

First we estimate an initialxk+1 by linear extrapolation:

xk+1 ≈ xk + r
xk − xk−1

‖xk − xk−1‖ (19)

wherer is a trust region radius forδx, then we solve for the correspondingtk+1 using the ellipsoid

constraint, and finally we optimizexk+1 on this ellipsoid.

In our target application there are also underlying equality or bound constraints on the model.

These are handled simply by including them as additional constraints in the hypersurface minimiza-

tion.

7 2D Examples

This section illustrates our eigenvector tracking and hypersurface sweeping methods on theMüller

potential, a very simple 2D example that is often used to demonstrate such methods in computa-
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Figure 3: Trajectories for the eigenvector following (left) and hyper-ellipsoid sweeping (right) al-

gorithms on the M¨uller cost surface, initialized along the± eigendirections of the 3 minima (the

position of minima is shown with dots, the saddles are shown with crosses).

a b c d

e f g h

Figure 4: (a)-(h) Trajectories for eigenvector following on the M¨uller cost surface, started from

different minima along different principal curvature directions. Note that the trajectories(a), (b)

and(h) do not converge — in fact, no saddles exist in those regions of the space.

tional chemistry. The M¨uller potential has the form

V (x, y) =
4∑

i=1

Ai eai(x−xi)2+bi(x−xi)(y−yi)+ci(y−yi)2 (20)

whereA = (−200,−100,−170, 15), a = (−1,−1,−6.5, 0.7), b = (0, 0, 11, 0.6), c = (−10,
−10,−6.5, 0.7), x = (1, 0,−0.5,−1), y = (0, 0.5, 1.5, 1). It has three local minimaM1,M2,M3

separated by two saddle pointsS1, S2. The minima are separated by around one length unit, and
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a b c d

e f g h

Figure 5: (a)-(h) Trajectories for hypersurface sweeping on the M¨uller cost surface, started from

different minima along different principal curvature directions. The trajectories(a), (b), (c)and(g)

do not converge to saddles.(b) and(c) use the same initial search direction but different ellipsoid

flattening factors.(c) is flattened less than(b), which allows a ‘sawtooth’ transition to occur, so

that the track jumps abruptly northwards to a new within-hypersurface minimum.(f) shows another

example — the saddle is crossed in an abrupt jump, without passing through the transition state (but

the subsequent minimum will later be found, as required). These effects are intrinsic: they arenot

caused by discretization, step size effects,etc.

the transition states are around 100–150 energy units above the lowest minimum. See fig. 3 for

a concise summary of results for the Eigenvector tracking (ET) and Hypersurface Sweeping (HS)

methods. In the figure, the position of minima is shown with dots and that of the saddles with

crosses.

Figs 4 and 5 respectively plot the trajectories of the eigenvector tracking and hypersurface

sweeping methods, with initial search along all four principal curvature directions of each mini-

mum. The hypersurface sweeping algorithm is also run for extended trajectories through several

saddles and minima in fig. 6. In this simplistic example all of the minima and transition states can

actually be found by a single sweep, but this is unusual in more complex problems.

8 Monocular Human Pose Reconstruction and Inter-Frame Tracking

In this section, we apply the transition state location and local minima mapping methods to the

difficult problem of 3D articular human tracking from monocular image sequences.
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Figure 6: Trajectories for hypersurface sweeping on the M¨uller cost surface, for trajectories started

in different minima, but not stopped after the first saddle detection. Several saddles and minima are

found in each sweep.

8.1 Previous Work on Monocular Human Tracking

There is a large literature on human motion tracking, but relatively few works tackle the 3D-from-

monocular case, where local minima are particularly troublesome owing to poor control of the depth

degrees of freedom. We will mention only a few works that make contributions to the search for

local minima problem in the context of generative 3D models. Deutscheret aluse an annealed sam-

pling method and multiple cameras to widen the search and limit the presence of spurious minima

[12]. (Their sampling procedure resembles Neal’s [32], except that Neal also includes an addi-

tional importance sampling correction designed to improve mixing). During annealing, the search

for parameters is driven by noise proportional with their individual variances [13]. Considered

as an improved (implicit) search space decomposition mechanism, an early method of this type

was proposed by Gavrila & Davis [16] to efficiently sample partial kinematic chains. Adaptively

identifying and sampling parameters with high variance is useful, but kinematic parameters usually
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have quite strong interactions that make simple axis-aligned sampling questionable. For monocular

reconstruction, it is important to realize that the principal axes of uncertainty change drastically

depending on the viewing direction (as noted for instance in [43, 40, 46]). Sidenbladhet al use an

intensity based cost function and focus search in the neighborhood of known trajectory pathways by

particle filtering with importance sampling based on either a learned walking model or a database of

motion snippets [36, 37]. Choo & Fleet [9] combine particle filtering and hybrid Monte Carlo sam-

pling to estimate 3D human motion, using a cost function based on joint re-projection error given

input from motion capture data. Sminchisescu & Triggs [43, 40, 46] argue that an effective random

sampler must combine all three of cost-surface-aware covariance scaling, a sampling distribution

with widened tails for deeper search, and local optimization (because deep samples usually have

very high costs, and hence will not be resampled even if they ultimately lead to other minima). All

of these works note the difficulty of the multiple-minimum problem and attempt to develop tech-

niques or constraints (on the scene, motion, number of cameras or background) to tackle it. In a

complementary approach to the one presented here, Sminchisescu & Triggs [45] proposed MCMC

procedures that actively modify the effective cost function to stochastically drive the samples to-

wards transition states, thus reducing the trapping effects that plague classical MCMC sampling.

The cost modifications use gradient and curvature information to focus the search on local neighbor-

hoods that have transition-state-like characteristics. Sminchisescuet al [48] give modified MCMC

methods that speed up sampling from the equilibrium distribution by including long-range jumps

based on prior knowledge of the function’s dominant minima (which could be provided,e.g., by the

algorithms presented in this paper). Methods that search thoroughly over the static model-image

matching cost are an effective basis for very general trackers. Sminchisescu & Jepson [42] propose

a smoothing algorithm that computes multiple plausible trajectories for weakly identifiable non-

linear dynamical systems (like the ones resulting from 3d human modeling and tracking) where the

multiplicity of solutions in the model-image matching cost persists over temporal states. Therefore,

the trajectory distribution remains multimodal after both filtering and smoothing. Ambiguities can

be resolved to a certain extent using prior knowledge. Sminchisescu & Jepson [41] use joint angle

training sets typical of various application domains to learn constrained low-dimensional generative

models using non-linear embedding. Because the learned representations are global and continu-

ous, methods like the ones proposed here can be used for efficient search in a lower-dimensional

space.

8.2 Human Modeling

Here, we very briefly review the human model, priors, and image features that we use for the below

experiments. For more details, see [43, 40, 46].

Representationx: The 3D body model used in the human pose and motion estimation experiments

here consists of a kinematic ‘skeleton’ of articulated joints controlled by angular joint parameters,

covered by a ‘flesh’ built from superquadric ellipsoids with additional global deformations. For the
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experiments here we estimate typically 32 joint parameters.

Observation Likelihood p(r|x): Robust model-to-image matching cost metrics are evaluated for

each predicted image feature, and the results are summed over all observations to produce the image

contribution to the parameter space cost function. We use a robust combination of extracted-feature-

based metrics and intensity-based ones such as optical flow and robustified normalized edge energy.

We also give results for a simpler joint correspondence likelihood designed for model initialization,

based on squared distances between reprojected model joints and their specified image positions.

Prior Constraints ps(x): The model incorporates both hard constraints (for joint angle limits) and

soft priors for collision avoidance between body parts. These ensure the parameter estimates remain

in the feasible region.

Estimation: We apply Bayes rule and minimize the total negative log-likelihood posterior proba-

bility, to give multiple locally MAP parameter estimates:

log p(x|r) ∝ log ps(x) + log p(r|x) = log ps(x)−∑e(ri|x) (21)

Here,ps(x) is the prior on the model parameters that ensures feasibility,e(ri|x) is the cost density

associated with observationi, and the sum is over all observations (assumed independent).

Equation (21) gives the model likelihood in a single image, under the model constraints but

without initial state or temporal priors3. Adopting the Bayesian tracking framework, the temporal

prior at time t is determined by the previous posteriorp(xt−1|Rt−1) and the system dynamics

pd(xt|xt−1), where we have collected the observations at timet into vectorrt and definedRt =
{r1, . . . , rt}. The posterior att becomes:

p(xt|Rt) ∝ p(rt|xt) ps(xt)
∫

xt−1
pd(xt|xt−1) p(xt−1|Rt−1) (22)

Togetherpd(xt|xt−1) andp(xt−1|Rt−1) form the timet prior p(xt|Rt−1) for the image correspon-

dence search (21). The integral on the r.h.s. of (22) is approximated as a mixture distribution of

MAP estimates given by the local optima and their covariances from (21). See [46] for details

on the approximation and [48] for methods to speed-up MCMC sampling from the equilibrium

distribution using long-range jumps based on prior knowledge about minima structure.

8.3 Human Pose Estimation and Inter-Frame Tracking Experiments

Here we show examples from a set of experiments on locating local minima for pose estimation and

inter-frame tracking in monocular images, using cost surfaces based on various different combina-

tions of image cues and a 32 d.o.f. articulated human body model. The figures show examples of

minima found in likelihood models based on image contours and optical flow (fig. 9), contours and

silhouette-image data (fig. 11 – note that some of these minima can be removed using more complex

3Local optima of the current observation cost are obtained using the prior initialization followed by robust constraint-

consistent local optimization, as described in [43, 40, 46].
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Figure 7: Summary of typical search results from a given minimum along±32-eigendirections. Top

row: parameter space distance and cost difference between the initial minimum and its discovered

neighbors. Second row: initial minimum to transition state distances in standard deviations for a

frontal pose with hypersurface sweeping, and a partly side-on one with eigenvector tracking. (See

figs 12 and 13 for the corresponding for visual results).

silhouette-based cost functions, as proposed in [39]), and model-to-image joint correspondences

(figs 12 and 13). We also give more extensive quantitative results in table 1. In each case, the model

was initialized in a minimum found using the local optimization algorithm from [43, 40, 46], and

transition state searches were initiated along its principal curvature directions. For each transition

state found, local descent [43, 40, 46] was used to find the corresponding neighboring minimum.

The algorithm was globalized by repeating the process from the new minima found (checking for

duplicates), until either no new minima are found or the permitted total run time has elapsed.

Fig. 7 captures some more quantitative information about the methods, here for the joint corre-

spondence cost function (see§8.2). This problem is well adapted to illustrating the algorithm, as

its cost surface is highly multimodal. Of the 32 kinematic d.o.f., about 10 are subject to ‘reflective’

ambiguities (forwardsvs. backwards slant in depth). This potentially creates around210 = 1024
local minima in the cost surface [27], although some of these are physically infeasible and hence

forbidden in any constraint-consistent optimization. Indeed, given the large number of minima that

exist, we find that it is very difficult to ensure initialization to the ‘correct’ pose with this kind of

data. The first row in fig. 7 displays the parameter space and cost distances of the 56 minima found
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Figure 8: Top row: typical cost profiles for eigenvector tracking with soft (left) and hard (right) joint

angle constraints. Soft constraints often lead to ‘wall-climbing’ divergences when the search hits a

joint limit. The active-set projection strategy used in the hard-constraint tracker alleviates this, but

introduces abrupt variations of the path direction whenever a constraint is hit, which cause the cost

derivative to vary abruptly. Second row: The hyper-ellipsoid method does not require special joint

limit processing — the joint constraints can just be included with the hypersurface constraint — but

its cost profiles have characteristic ‘sawtooth’ transitions whenever the tracked minimum becomes

locally unstable on the hypersurface.

during a set of 64 constrained searches (the± directions of the 32 eigenvectors of an initial mini-

mum, distances being measured w.r.t. this minimum, in radians and meters for the parameter space).

The second row again shows parameter space distances, but now measured in standard deviations

and for saddles rather than minima, for the same frontal view and for a slightly more side-on one

(fig. 12 and fig. 13). The plots reveal the structure of the cost surface, with nearby saddles at 4–10

standard deviations and progressively more remote ones at 20–50, 80–100 and 150–200 standard

deviations. It follows that no multiple-minimum exploration algorithm can afford to search only

within the ‘natural’ covariance scale of its current minima: significantly deeper sampling is needed

to capture even nearby minima (as previously noted,e.g. by [43, 46]).

In fig. 8 we show sample cost profiles for typical runs of joint-constrained eigenvector follow-

ing (top) and hypersurface sweeping (bottom) search. In the eigenvector method, it is preferable

to represent the joint limits using a ‘hard’ active set strategy by projecting the tracking direction
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Figure 9: Minima of image-based cost functions: contour and optical flow likelihood. The model is

initialized in one minimum (second figure), and search trajectories for other minima (along different

principal curvature directions) are initiated from there. The other figures show some of the other

minima found. These correspond to incorrect contour assignments or to configurations where the

intensity robustifiers turn off (see text).

onto the active constraint set (row 1 right) rather than soft constraints (row 1 left): the stiff ‘cost

walls’ induced by the soft constraints tend to force the eigenvector follower into head-on collision

with the wall, with the cost climbing rapidly to infinity. The active set strategy avoids this prob-

lem at the price of more frequent direction changes as the joint limits switch on and off (row 1

right). The hyper-ellipsoid method (row 2) produces trajectories that do not require special joint

limit processing, but its cost profiles have characteristic sawtooth edges (row 2 right) associated

with sudden state readjustments on the hypersphere at points where the tracked minimum becomes

locally unstable4.

Figs 9 and 11 show minima for costs based on various combinations of image cues. In fig. 9 the

minima correspond to a small interframe motion, using contour and robust optical flow information.

This case has relatively few, but closely spaced local minima owing to the smoothing/quadratic

effect of the flow. (Remoter minima do still exist at points where the robust contributions of sets

of flow measurements turn off, particularly when these coincide with incorrect edge assignments).

Fig. 11 shows minima arising from a silhouette and edge based cost function. To illustrate why

such minima occur, we first run a toy experiment [39], that moves a model forearm over an image

forearm — see fig. 10. As one can see in the bottom row, the cost has multiple minima, essentially

owing to the attribution of both model edges to different sections of the same image edge. Fig. 11

shows how such incorrect limb assignments affect the full model. The minima shown include

‘reflective’ (depth-related) ambiguities, incorrect edge assignments and singular ‘inside-silhouette’

configurations (some of these can be alleviated to some extent by augmenting the contour and

silhouette likelihood terms as in [39]).

4Note the different sources of trajectory instabilities in the two methods: in eigenvector tracking they are due to

the projection of the current trajectory step onto the joint-constraint surface, while for hypersurface sweeping, the joint

constraints can be enforced alongside the hypersurface one but there are instabilities due to topological transitions of

within-constraint minima.
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Figure 10: Cost Function Experiment. The elbow joint is varied as shown in the top row, and the

corresponding edge cost is monitored. The corresponding cost function profile is multi-modal, with

characteristic ‘shoulders’ in which one edge of the image limb contributes to the matching cost of

the opposite edge of the model limb. These persist even when further visual cues (here a silhouette

term) are fused into the cost.

Figs 12 and 13 show depth/pose ambiguities for frontal and half-profile views, under the model

to image joint correspondence cost function (which is not subject to image matching ambiguities).

The flexible and hard-to-observe arm-shoulder complex tends to induce more minima than the legs.

We also find that profile views (fig. 13) tend to generate fewer minima than frontal ones (fig. 12),

perhaps due to presence of body-part non-self-intersection and joint constraints that render many

‘purely reflective’ minima infeasible.

Finally, to provide a more quantitative evaluation of the minimum finding efficiency of the

eigenvector-tracking and hypersurface-sweeping algorithms, we selected 6 initial minima for a

frontal view and 6 more for a half-profile view, using the joint correspondence cost function and our

32 d.o.f. body model. Starting from these configurations, we initiated transition state searches along

the±32-eigendirections at each minimum, giving a total of12 × 64 = 768 search trials for each

algorithm. In this experiment we also set an upper-bound of 50 iterations per search (the search

is counted as a failure if a saddle has not been found at this point). Table 1 reports the number of

minima found by each method, and the medians and standard deviations of their parameter space

distances and function values. Both methods locate neighboring minima with good success rates.
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Figure 11: Minima of image-based cost functions: contour and silhouette likelihood. The model

is initialized at one minimum (fig. 9, second figure) and search trajectories for other minima are

initiated from there. The minima shown include ‘reflective’ (depth-related) ambiguities, incorrect

edge assignments and singular ‘inside-silhouette’ configurations. More complex silhouette-based

cost functions, as proposed in [39] can be further used eliminate some of the latter spurious minima

(see text).

In this experiment, hypersurface sweeping locates a few more minima than eigenvector tracking

(60%vs. 55%), but also finds slightly more remote and higher cost minima. When successful, the

eigenvector tracking method typically needs around 17–19 iterations to locate a transition state,

whereas hypersurface sweeping needs about 14–16. In contrast, once a transition state is located,

local descent finds the neighboring minimum in around 7–10 iterations.

Computationally, the cost of an iteration is determined by function evaluation costs and by the

cost of Hessian manipulation for each method. These in turn depend on the number of measure-

ments and the dimension of the parameter space, respectively. ET needs eigendecomposition of

the Hessian which is about 4-5 times more expensive than the Cholesky decomposition required

for a local descent iteration. HS needs Hessian eigendecomposition only for the initial selection of

the hypersurface shape, and any subsequent step involves a local optimization that in practice, we

found, converged in about 3-5 iterations. For the articulated pose problem studied here, we also

found that the above differences are dominated by the cost function evaluation, the manipulation of

the Hessian being comparatively fast for 32 dimensions. For example, on a 2.2Ghz Pentium pro-

cessor, the average iteration cost for the simple joint correspondence cost function was about 0.14s

for local descent, and about 0.31s for ET and 0.62s for HS. For more expensive image-based cost

functions, the timings were 1.21s for local descent, 1.67s for ET and 4.42s for HS.
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Figure 12: ‘Reflective’ kinematic ambiguities under the model/image joint correspondence cost

function in a frontal view. The model is initialized at one minimum (second row, leftmost figure),

and search trajectories are initiated for other minima along different principal curvature directions.

The images show some of the new minima found, from the original camera viewpoint (superposed

on the source image) and from a synthetic overhead viewpoint. Note the pronounced forwards-

backwards character of these reflective minima, and the large parameter space distances that often

separate them.

9 Conclusions and Research Directions

This paper has described two classes of deterministic, local optimization based algorithms for find-

ing ‘transition states’ (saddle points with 1 negative eigenvalue), and hence neighboring minima, of

high-dimensional cost functions with multiple minima. These methods allow us to build topological

‘roadmaps’ of the nearby local minima and the transition states that lead to them. They are based

on methods developed in computational chemistry, but here generalized, clarified and adapted for

use in computational vision. Experiments on the difficult problem of articulated 3D human pose

from monocular images show that our algorithms can stably and efficiently recover large numbers
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Figure 13: ‘Reflective’ kinematic ambiguities under the model/image joint correspondence cost

function, for a half-profile view. For explanation, see fig. 12 caption.

METHOD NUMBER OF MEDIAN PARAM ETER MEDIAN STANDARD MEDIAN COST

DETECTED MINIMA DISTANCE DEVIATIONS

ET 421 (55%) 4.45 79.6 3.39

HS 457 (60%) 5.01 91.6 3.87

Table 1: Quantitative results for the distribution of minima found by eigenvector tracking and hy-

persurface sweeping. The results represent a total of 768 local searches (forwards and backwards

along the32-eigendirections of 6 frontal and 6 half-profile minima). Hypersurface sweeping finds

9% more minima than eigenvector tracking, but they are about 12–15% further away and have about

14% higher cost on average.

of nearby transition states and minima, but also serve to underline the very large numbers of minima

that exist in this problem.

Our methods should be useful for many other minimum-rich problems in vision, including

structure from motion. They could also potentially be used to quantify the degree of ambiguity of

different cost functions, which in the long term may aid the design of less ambiguous cost functions

based on higher-level features and groupings.

Although the current methods are a great improvement over previous ones, they are not fool-

proof and much remains to be done in this area. Damped Newton iteration is useful for refining

estimated saddle points but its convergence domain is too limited for general use. Eigenvector

tracking extends the convergence domain but can be sensitive to the ‘same eigenvector’ heuristic

used. Hypersurface sweeping is better founded in that it provides some guarantee of global progress,

but no single sweep finds all saddle points and it is more complex to implement. Future research

directions include deriving heuristics to select promising up-hill directions for search initialization,
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and an analysis of the benefits of different types of hypersurfaces and of ways to adaptively evolve

them based on the local cost function structure. It should be also interesting to explore the use of lo-

cal saddle point moves as alternatives to less informed long range Markov-chain steps in stochastic

simulations.
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